
 

 
Our ref: 5760/19 
 
1. Could you please confirm the annual salary paid to police trainees during their initial training period 
(i.e. the approximate 12 weeks training period prior to a police trainee becoming a probationary police 
Constable) for each of the following dates: 
1.9.2017, 1.9.2018 & 1.9.2019  
 
Please see the table below showing annual salaries paid to Police Constables within probationary 
periods. 

Year 
Annual 
Salary 

2017   £23124 

2018   £23586 

2019   £24177 

 
Could you please comment upon your forces current position regarding the implementation of the Police 
Educational Qualifications Framework (PEQF), namely: 
2. Has your force initiated any intake of apprenticeship police constables? If yes, what percentage of all 
new recruits in the last calendar year have entered the force via this route? 
3. Has your force implemented the new ‘pre-join degree’ route into policing? If yes, how many people 
have enrolled to complete the degree in Professional Policing?  
 
West Yorkshire Police has just opened the recruitment window for our first intake of apprenticeship 
constables therefore we hold no information at this time. 
 
4. What percentage of all new recruits in each of the following years have been a degree-holder upon 
their recruitment to your force? 
2008, 2012, 2016, 2017, 2018 & 2019 (year to date) 
 
Please see the table below showing the number of newly recruited Police Constables that held a degree 
prior to joining.  

Year 
Number of 
Recruits 

2008 35 

2012 6  

2017 126  

2018 104 

2019  99  

 
Please note the information provided above may not capture all new Officers with qualifications as they 
were not specifically required, they may not have been recorded or disclosed. 
 
5. What percentage of your current total police officer workforce, who did not have a degree upon their 
initial recruitment to the force, have subsequently gone on to achieve a degree whilst working as a police 
officer? 
 
We do not routinely record this information unless the degree was directly relevant to the role they are 
doing therefore West Yorkshire Police do not hold any information in relation to this question. 
 
6. What percentage of your current total police officer workforce currently have a degree? 
 
17.5% have currently got a degree 
Please note, as above, the information provided above may not capture all new Officers with 
qualifications as they were not specifically required, they may not have been recorded or disclosed. 



 

 
 

 


